MEMORANDUM

To: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commissioners

From: Colonel Curtis Brown, Director, Division of Law Enforcement

Date: September 26, 2018

Subject: The FWC Academy and Florida Public Safety Institute Overview

Purpose:
Provide Commissioners an overview of the process of becoming an FWC officer and illustrate life at the FWC Law Enforcement Academy and the Florida Public Safety Institute (FPSI).

Summary:
After their selection following a competitive application process, FWC officer candidates must complete a 6-month training program at the FWC Law Enforcement Academy before they graduate. This presentation will include a glimpse into a recruit’s life at the Academy. In addition to an overview of the Academy facilities and personnel, the operation of the FPSI and its role for law enforcement around the state will be presented.

Staff Contact and/or Presenter:
Major Dennis Post, Section Leader, FWC Training Academy